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Abstract. We present a novel multi-agent learning paradigm called

team-partitioned, opaque-transition reinforcement learning (TPOT-RL).

TPOT-RL introduces the use of action-dependent features to generalize
the state space. In our work, we use a learned action-dependent feature

space to aid higher-level reinforcement learning. TPOT-RL is an e�ective

technique to allow a team of agents to learn to cooperate towards the
achievement of a speci�c goal. It is an adaptation of traditional RL meth-

ods that is applicable in complex, non-Markovian, multi-agent domains

with large state spaces and limited training opportunities. TPOT-RL
is fully implemented and has been tested in the robotic soccer domain,

a complex, multi-agent framework. This paper presents the algorithmic

details of TPOT-RL as well as empirical results demonstrating the ef-
fectiveness of the developed multi-agent learning approach with learned

features.

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) is an e�ective paradigm for training an arti�cial

agent to act in its environment in pursuit of a goal. RL techniques rely on

the premise that an agent's action policy a�ects its overall reward over time.

As surveyed in [3], several popular RL techniques use dynamic programming

to enable a single agent to learn an e�ective control policy as it traverses a

stationary (Markovian) environment.

Dynamic programming requires that agents have or learn at least an approx-

imate model of the state transitions resulting from its actions. Q-values encode

future rewards attainable from neighboring states. A single agent can keep track

of state transitions as its actions move it from state to state. Even in the POMDP

model [3], in which agents must estimate their state due to hidden information,

a single agent can still control its own path through the state space.

In contrast, we consider domains in which agents can control their own des-

tiny only intermittently. In these domains, agents' actions are chained, i.e., a

single agent's set of actions allows the agent to select which other agent will act

next, or be chained after, in the pursuit of a goal. A single agent cannot control

directly the full achievement of a goal, but a chain of agents will. In robotic

soccer, the substrate of our work, the chaining of actions corresponds to passing
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a ball between the di�erent agents. There are a variety of other such examples,

such as information agents that may communicate through message passing and

packet routing agents. (These domains contrast with, for example, grid world

domains in which a single agent moves from some initial location to some �nal

goal location; domains where agents take actions in parallel though also possibly

in coordination | two robots executing tasks in parallel; and game domains in

which the rules of the game enforce alternating actions by an agent and its op-

ponent.) Because of our chaining of agents and the corresponding lack of control

of single agents to fully achieve goals, we call these domains team-partitioned.

In addition, we assume agents do not know the state the world will be in

after an action is selected, as another|possibly hidden|agent will continue the

path to the goal. Adversarial agents can also intercept the chain and thwart the

attempted goal achievement. The domain is therefore opaque-transition.

In this paper we present team-partitioned, opaque-transition reinforcement

learning (TPOT-RL). TPOT-RL can learn a set of e�ective policies (one for each

team member) with very few training examples. It relies on action-dependent

dynamic features which coarsely generalize the state space. While feature se-

lection is often a crucial issue in learning systems, our work uses a previously

learned action-dependent feature. We empirically demonstrate the e�ectiveness

of TPOT-RL in a multi-agent, adversarial environment, and show that the previ-

ously learned action-dependent feature can improve the performance of TPOT-

RL. It does so by compressing a huge state space into a small, local feature space

and is e�ective because the global team performance correlates with the local

cues extracted by the learned feature.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally presents

the TPOT-RL algorithm. Section 3 details an implementation of TPOT-RL in

the simulated robotic soccer domain with extensive empirical results presented

in Section 4. Section 5 relates TPOT-RL to previous work and concludes.

2 Team-Partitioned, Opaque-Transition RL

Formally, a policy is a mapping from a state space S to an action space A

such that the agent using that policy executes action a whenever in state s. At

the coarsest level, when in state s, an agent compares the expected, long-term

rewards for taking each action a 2 A, choosing an action based on these expected

rewards. These expected rewards are learned through experience.

Designed to work in real-world domains with far too many states to han-

dle individually, TPOT-RL constructs a smaller feature space V using action-

dependent feature functions. The expected reward Q(v; a) is then computed

based on the state's corresponding entry in feature space.

In short, the policy's mapping from S to A in TPOT-RL can be thought of

as a 3-step process:

State generalization: the state s is generalized to a feature vector v using

the state generalization function f : S 7! V .

Value function learning: the feature vector v is used to estimate the ex-

pected reward for taking each possible action using the changing (learned)
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value function Q : (V;A) 7! IR.

Action selection: an action a is chosen for execution and its real-world

reward is used to further update Q.

While these steps are common in other RL paradigms, each step has unique

characteristics in TPOT-RL.

2.1 State Generalization

TPOT-RL's state generalization function f : S 7! V relies on a unique approach

to constructing V . Rather than discretizing the various dimensions of S, it uses

action-dependent features. In particular, each possible action ai is evaluated

locally based on the current state of the world using a �xed function e : (S;A) 7!

U . Unlike Q, e does not produce the expected long-term reward of taking an

action; rather, it classi�es the likely short-term e�ects of the action. For example,

if actions sometimes succeed and sometimes fail to achieve their intended e�ects,

e could indicate something of the following form: if selected, action a7 is (or is

not) likely to produce its intended e�ects.

In the multi-agent scenario, other than one output of e for each action, the

feature space V also involves one coarse component that partitions the state

space S among the agents. If the size of the team is m, then the partition

function is P : S 7!M with jM j = m. In particular, if the set of possible actions

A = fa0; a1; : : : ; an�1g, then

f(s) = he(s; a0); e(s; a1); : : : ; e(s; an�1); P (s)i; and so

V = U
jAj �M:

Thus, jV j = jU jjAj �m. Since TPOT-RL has no control over jAj or m, and since

the goal of constructing V is to have a small feature space over which to learn,

TPOT-RL will be more e�ective for small sets U .

This state generalization process reduces the complexity of the learning task

by constructing a small feature space V which partitions S into m regions. Each

agent need learn how to act only within its own partition. Nevertheless, for

large sets A, the feature space can still be too large for learning, especially with

limited training examples. Our particular action-dependent formulation allows

us to reduce the e�ective size of the feature space in the value-function-learning

step. Choosing features for state generalization is generally a hard problem.

While TPOT-RL does not not specify the function e, our work uses a previously-

learned dynamic feature function.

2.2 Value Function Learning

As we have seen, TPOT-RL uses action-dependent features. Therefore, we can

assume that the expected long-term reward for taking action ai depends only

on the feature value related to action ai. That is,

Q(he(s; a1); : : : ; e(s; an�1); P (s)i; ai) = Q(he(s0; a1); : : : ; e(s
0
; an�1); P (s

0)i; ai)

whenever e(s; ai) = e(s0; ai) and P (s) = P (s0). In other words, if f(s) = v,

Q(v; ai) depends entirely upon e(s; ai) and is independent of e(s; aj) for all j 6= i.

Without this assumption, since there are jAj actions possible for each feature

vector, the value function Q has jV j � jAj = jU jjAj � jAj �m independent values.
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Under this assumption, however, the Q-table has at most jAj � jU j �m entries:

for each action possible from each position, there is only one relevant feature

value. Therefore, even with only a small number of training examples available,

we can treat the value function Q as a lookup-table without the need for any

complex function approximation. To be precise, Q stores one value for every

possible combination of action a, e(s; a), and P (s).

For example, Table 1 shows the entire feature space for one agent's partition

of the state space when jU j = 3 and jAj = 2. There are jU jjAj = 32 di�erent

entries in feature space with 2 Q-values for each entry: one for each possible

action. jU jjAj �m is much smaller than the original state space for any realistic

problem, but it can grow large quickly, particularly as jAj increases. However,

notice in Table 1 that, under the assumption described above, there are only

3 � 2 independent Q-values to learn, reducing the number of free variables in the

learning problem by 67% in this case.

e(s; a0) e(s; a1) Q(v; a0) Q(v; a1)

u0 u0 q
0;0

q
1;0

u0 u1 q
0;0

q
1;1

u0 u2 q
0;0

q
1;2

u1 u0 q
0;1

q
1;0

u1 u1 q
0;1

q
1;1

u1 u2 q
0;1

q
1;2

u2 u0 q
0;2

q
1;0

u2 u1 q
0;2

q
1;1

u2 u2 q
0;2

q
1;2

=)

e(s; a
i
) Q(v; a0) Q(v; a1)

u0 q
0;0

q
1;0

u1 q
0;1

q
1;1

u2 q
0;2

q
1;2

Table 1. A sample Q-table for a single agent when jU j = 3 and jAj = 2:

U = fu0; u1; u2g, A = fa0; a1g. q
i;j

is the estimated value of taking action ai when

e(s; ai) = uj. Since this table is for a single agent, P (s) remains constant.

The Q-values learned depend on the agent's past experiences in the domain.

In particular, after taking an action a while in state s with f(s) = v, an agent

receives reward r and uses it to update Q(v; a) as follows:

Q(v; a) = Q(v; a) + �(r �Q(v; a)) (1)

Since the agent is not able to access its teammates' internal states, future team

transitions are completely opaque from the agent's perspective. Thus it cannot

use dynamic programming to update its Q-table. Instead, the reward r comes

directly from the observable environmental characteristics|those that are cap-

tured in S|over a maximumnumber of time steps tlim after the action is taken.

The reward function R : Stlim 7! IR returns a value at some time no further than

tlim in the future. During that time, other teammates or opponents can act in

the environment and a�ect the action's outcome, but the agent may not be able

to observe these actions. For practical purposes, it is crucial that the reward

function is only a function of the observable world from the acting agent's per-

spective. In practice, the range of R is [�Qmax; Qmax] where Qmax is the reward

for immediate goal achievement .

The reward function, including tlim and Qmax, is domain-dependent. One

possible type of reward function is based entirely upon reaching the ultimate

goal. In this case, an agent charts the actual (long-term) results of its policy in
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the environment. However, it is often the case that goal achievement is very infre-

quent. In order to increase the feedback from actions taken, it is useful to use an

internal reinforcement function, which provides feedback based on intermediate

states towards the goal. We use this internal reinforcement approach.

2.3 Action Selection
Informative action-dependent features can be used to reduce the free variables in

the learning task still further at the action-selection stage if the features them-

selves discriminate situations in which actions should not be used. For example,

if whenever e(s; ai) = u1, ai is not likely to achieve its expected reward, then

the agent can decide to ignore actions with e(s; ai) = u1.

Formally, consider W � U and B(s) � A with B(s) = fa 2 Aje(s; a) 2 Wg.

When in state s, the agent then chooses an action from B(s), either randomly

when exploring or according to maximum Q-value when exploiting. Any explo-

ration strategy, such as Boltzman exploration, can be used over the possible

actions in B(s). In e�ect, W acts in TPOT-RL as an action �lter which re-

duces the number of options under consideration at any given time. Of course,

exploration at the �lter level can be achieved by dynamically adjusting W .
e(s;a0) e(s; a1) Q(v; a0) Q(v; a1)

u0 u0 q
0;0

q
1;0

u0 u1 q
0;0

|

u0 u2 q
0;0

q
1;2

u1 u0 | q
1;0

u1 u1 | |

u1 u2 | q
1;2

u2 u0 q
0;2

q
1;0

u2 u1 q
0;2

|

u2 u2 q
0;2

q
1;2

e(s; a0) e(s; a1) Q(v; a0) Q(v; a1)

u0 u0 | |

u0 u1 | |
u0 u2 | q

1;2

u1 u0 | |

u1 u1 | |
u1 u2 | q

1;2

u2 u0 q
0;2

|

u2 u1 q
0;2

|

u2 u2 q
0;2

q
1;2

(a) (b)
Table 2. The resulting Q-tables when (a) W = fu0; u2g, and (b) W = fu2g.

For example, Table 2, illustrates the e�ect of varying jW j. In the rare event

that B(s) = ;, i.e. 8ai 2 A; e(s; ai) =2W , either a random action can be chosen,

or rough Q-value estimates can be stored using sparse training data. This condi-

tion becomes rarer as jAj increases. For example, with jU j = 3; jW j= 1; jAj = 2

as in Table 2(b), 4/9 = 44.4% of feature vectors have no action that passes the

W �lter. However, with jAj = 8 only 256/6561 = 3.9% of feature vectors have

no action that passes the W �lter. If jW j = 2 and jAj = 8, only 1 of 6561 fea-

ture vectors fails to pass the �lter. Thus using W to �lter action selection can

reduce the number of free variables in the learning problem without signi�cantly

reducing the coverage of the learned Q-table.

By using action-dependent features to create a coarse feature space, and

with the help of a reward function based entirely on individual observation of

the environment, TPOT-RL enables team learning in a multi-agent, adversarial

environment even when agents cannot track state transitions.

3 TPOT-RL Applied to a Complex Multi-Agent Task

Our research has been focussed on multi-agent learning in complex, collabora-

tive and adversarial environments. Our general approach, called layered learn-
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ing, is based on the premise that realistic domains are too complex for learning

mappings directly from sensor inputs to actuator outputs. Instead, intermediate

domain-dependent skills should be learned in a bottom-up hierarchical fash-

ion [9]. We implemented TPOT-RL as the current highest layer of a layered

learning system in the RoboCup soccer server [7].

The soccer server used at RoboCup-97 [4] is a much more complex domain

than has previously been used for studying multi-agent policy learning. With

11 players on each team controlled by separate processes; noisy, low-level, real-

time sensors and actions; limited communication; and a �ne-grained world state

model including hidden state, the RoboCup soccer server provides a framework

in which machine learning can improve performance. Newly developed multi-

agent learning techniques could well apply in real-world domains.

A key feature of the layered learning approach is that learned skills at lower

levels are used to train higher-level skills. For example, we used a neural net-

work to help players learn how to intercept a moving ball. Then, with all players

using the learned interception behavior, a decision tree (DT) enabled players to

estimate the likelihood that a pass to a given �eld location would succeed. Based

on almost 200 continuous-valued attributes describing teammate and opponent

positions on the �eld, players learned to classify the pass as a likely success (ball

reaches its destination or a teammate gets it) or likely failure (opponent inter-

cepts the ball). Using the C4.5 DT algorithm [8], the classi�cations were learned

with associated con�dence factors. The learned behaviors proved e�ective both

in controlled testing scenarios [9, 11] and against other previously-unseen oppo-

nents in an international tournament setting [4].

These two previously-learned behaviors were both trained o�-line in limited,

controlled training situations. They could be trained in such a manner due to

the fact that they only involved a few players: ball interception only depends on

the ball's and the agent's motions; passing only involves the passer, the receiver,

and the agents in the immediate vicinity. On the other hand, deciding where to

pass the ball during the course of a game requires training in game-situations

since the value of a particular action can only be judged in terms of how well

it works when playing with particular teammates against particular opponents.

For example, passing backwards to a defender could be the right thing to do if

the defender has a good action policy, but the wrong thing to do if the defender

is likely to lose the ball to an opponent.

Although the DT predicts whether a player can execute a pass, it gives no

indication of the strategic value of doing so. But the DT reduces a detailed state

description to a single continuous output. It can then be used to drastically

reduce the complex state and provide great generalization. In this work we use

the DT as the crucial action-dependent feature function e in TPOT-RL.

3.1 State Generalization Using a Learned Feature

In the soccer example, we applied TPOT-RL to enable each teammate to simul-

taneously learn a high-level action policy. The policy is a function that deter-
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mines what an agent should do when it has possession of the ball.2 The input of

the policy is the agent's perception of the current world state; the output is a

target destination for the ball in terms of a location on the �eld, e.g. the oppo-

nent's goal. In our experiment, each agent has 8 possible actions as illustrated

in Figure 1(a). Since a player may not be able to tell the results of other players'

actions, or even when they can act, the domain is opaque-transition.

A team formation is divided into 11 positions (m = 11), as also shown in

Figure 1(a) [11]. Thus, the partition function P (s) returns the player's position.

Using our layered learning approach, we use the previously trained DT as e.

Each possible pass is classi�ed as either a likely success or a likely failure with a

con�dence factor. Outputs of the DT could be clustered based on the con�dence

factors. In our experiments, we cluster into only two sets indicating success and

failure. Therefore jU j = 2 and V = U8�fP layerPositionsg so jV j = jU jjAj�m =

28 � 11. Even though each agent only gets about 10 training examples per 10-

minute game and the reward function shifts as teammate policies improve, the

learning task becomes feasible. This feature space is immensely smaller than the

original state space, which has more than 2210
9

states.3 Since e indicates the

likely success or failure of each possible action, at action-selection time, we only

consider the actions that are likely to succeed (jW j=1). Therefore, each player

learns 8 Q-values, with a total of 88 learned by the team as a whole. Even with

sparse training and shifting concepts, such a learning task is tractable.

3.2 Internal Reinforcement through Observation

As in any RL approach, the reward function plays a large role in determin-

ing what policy is learned. One possible reward function is based entirely upon

reaching the ultimate goal. Although goals scored are the true rewards in this

domain, such events are very sparse. In order to increase the feedback from ac-

tions taken, it is useful to use an internal reinforcement function, which provides

feedback based on intermediate states towards the goal. Without exploring the

space of possible such functions, we created one reward function R.

R gives rewards for goals scored. However, players also receive rewards if the

ball goes out of bounds, or else after a �xed period of time tlim based on the

ball's average lateral position on the �eld. In particular, when a player takes

action ai in state s such that e(s; ai) = u, the player records the time t at

which the action was taken as well as the x coordinate of the ball's position at

time t, xt. The reward function R takes as input the observed ball position over

time tlim (a subset of Stlim ) and outputs a reward r. Since the ball position

over time depends also on other agents' actions, the reward is stochastic and

non-stationary. Under the following conditions, the player �xes the reward r:

1. if the ball goes out of bounds (including a goal) at time t+ to (to < tlim);

2. if the ball returns to the player at time t+ tr (tr < tlim);

3. if the ball is still in bounds at time t+ tlim.

2 In the soccer server there is no actual perception of having \possession" of the ball.

Therefore we consider the agent to have possession when it is within kicking distance.
3 Each of the 22 players can be in any of 680*1050*3600 (x; y; �) locations, not to

mention the player velocities and the ball position and velocity.
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In case 1, the reward r is based on the value ro as indicated in Figure 1(b):

r = r
o

1+(��1)�t
o
=t

lim

. Thus, the farther in the future the ball goes out of bounds

(i.e. the larger to), the smaller the absolute value of r. This scaling by time is

akin to the discount factor used in Q-learning. We use tlim = 30sec: and � = 10.

In cases 2 and 3, the reward r is based on the average x-position of the ball

over the time t to the time t+tr or t+tlim. Over that entire time span, the player

samples the x-coordinate of the ball at �xed, periodic intervals and computes

the average xavg over the times at which the ball position is known. Then if

xavg > xt, r = � �
x
avg

�x
t

x
og
�x

t

where xog is the x-coordinate of the opponent goal

(the right goal in Figure 1(b)). Otherwise, if xavg � xt, r = �� �
x
t
�x

avg

x
t
�x

lg

where

xlg is the x-coordinate of the learner's goal.
4 Thus, the reward is the fraction of

the available �eld by which the ball was advanced, on average, over the time-

period in question. Note that a backwards pass can lead to positive reward if

the ball then moves forward in the near future.

100-100

25

10-10

-25
1 25

25 -1

Kick-in for

Kick-in against

Goal
against

Goal
for

Goal-kick
for

Goal-kick
againstagainst

kick 
Corner- Corner-

kick
for

0,0

y

x

attack direction

(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) The black and white dots represent the players attacking the right and left

goals respectively. Arrows indicate a single player's action options when in possession
of the ball. The player kicks the ball towards a �xed set of markers around the �eld,

including the corner ags and the goals. (b) The component ro of the reward function

R based on the circumstances under which the ball went out of bounds. For kick-ins,
the reward varies linearly with the x position of the ball.

The reward r is based on direct environmental feedback. It is a domain-

dependent internal reinforcement function based upon heuristic knowledge of

progress towards the goal. Notice that it relies solely upon the player's own

impression of the environment. If it fails to notice the ball's position for a period

of time, the internal reward is a�ected. However, players can track the ball

much more easily than they can deduce the internal states of other players as

they would have to do were they to determine future team state transitions.

As teammates learn concurrently, the concept to be learned by each individ-

ual agent changes over time. We address this problem by gradually increasing

exploitation as opposed to exploration in all teammates and by using a learning

rate � = :02 (see Equation 1). Thus, even though we are averaging several re-

ward values for taking an action in a given state, each new example accounts for

4 The parameter � insures that intermediate rewards cannot override rewards for at-

taining the ultimate goal.
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2% of the updated Q-value: rewards gained while teammates were acting more

randomly are weighted less heavily.

4 Results

Empirical testing has demonstrated that TPOT-RL can e�ectively learn multi-

agent control policies with few training instances in a complex, dynamic domain.

Figure 2(a) plots cumulative goals scored by a learning soccer team playing

against an otherwise equally-skilled team that passes to random destinations

over the course of a single long run equivalent in time to 160 10-minute games.

In this experiment, and in all the remaining ones, the learning agents start out

acting randomly and with empty Q-tables. Over the course of the games, the

probability of acting randomly as opposed to taking the action with maximum

Q-value decreases linearly over periods of 40 games from 1 to .5 in game 40,

to .1 in game 80, to point .01 in game 120 and thereafter. As apparent from

the graph, the team using TPOT-RL learns to vastly outperform the randomly

passing team. During this experiment, jU j = 1, thus rendering the function e

irrelevant: the only relevant state feature is the player's position on the �eld.

A key characteristic of TPOT-RL is the ability to learn with minimal training

examples. During the run graphed in Figure 2(a), the 11 players got an average

of 1490 action-reinforcement pairs over 160 games. Thus, players only get rein-

forcement an average of 9.3 times each game, or less than once every minute.

Since each player has 8 actions from which to choose, each is only tried an av-

erage of 186.3 times over 160 games, or just over once every game. Under these

training circumstances, very e�cient learning is clearly needed.

TPOT-RL is e�ective not only against random teams, but also against goal-

directed, hand-coded teams. For testing purposes, we constructed an opponent

team which plays with all of its players on the same side of the �eld, leaving the

other side open as illustrated by the white team in Figure 1. The agents use a

hand-coded policy which directs them to pass the ball up the side of the �eld to

the forwards who then shoot on goal. The team periodically switches from one

side of the �eld to the other. We call this team the \switching team."

Were the opponent team to always stay on the same side of the �eld, the

learning team could advance the ball up the other side of the �eld without any

regard for current player positions. Thus, TPOT-RL could be run with jU j = 1,

which renders e inconsequential. Indeed, we veri�ed empirically that TPOT-RL

is able to learn an e�ective policy against such an opponent using jU j = 1.

Against the switching team, a player's best action depends on the current

state. Thus a feature that discriminates among possible actions dynamically can

help TPOT-RL. Figure 2(b) compares TPOT-RL with di�erent functions e and

di�erent sets W when learning against the switching team.

With jU j = 1 (Figure 2(b.1)), the learning team is unable to capture di�erent

opponent states since each player has only one Q-value associated with each

possible action, losing 139-127 (cumulative score over 40 games after 160 games

of training). Recall that if jU j = 1 the function e cannot discriminate between

di�erent classes of states: we end up with a poor state generalization.
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Fig. 2. (a) Total goals scored by a learning team playing against a randomly passing

team. The independent variable is the number of 10-minute games that have elapsed.

(b) The results after training 5 di�erent TPOT-RL runs against the switching team.

In contrast, with the previously trained DT classifying passes as likely suc-

cesses or failures (e = DT) and TPOT-RL �ltering out the failures, the learning

team wins 172-113 (Figure 2(b.2)). Therefore the learned pass-evaluation fea-

ture is able to usefully distinguish among possible actions and help TPOT-RL

to learn a successful action policy. The DT also helps learning when W = U

(Figure 2(b.3)), but when jW j = 1 performance is better.

Figure 2(b.4) demonstrates the value of using an informative action-dependent

feature function e. When a random function e = rand is used, TPOT-RL per-

forms noticeably worse than when using the DT. For the random e we show

jW j = 2 because it only makes sense to �lter out actions when e contains useful

information. Indeed, when e = rand and jW j = 1, the learning team performs

even worse than when jW j = 2 (it loses 167-60). The DT even helps TPOT-RL

more than a hand-coded heuristic pass-evaluation function (e = heur) based on

one that we successfully used on our real robot team [13] (Figure 2(b.5)).

Final score is the ultimate performance measure. However, we examined

learning more closely in the best case experiment (e = DT, jW j = 1 | Fig-

ure 2(b.2)). Recall that the learned feature provides no information about which

actions are strategically good. TPOT-RL must learn that on its own. To test that

it is indeed learning to advance the ball towards the opponent's goal (other than

by �nal score), we calculated the number of times each action was predicted to

succeed by e and the number of times it was actually selected by TPOT-RL after

training. Throughout the entire team, the 3 of 8 actions towards the opponent's

goal were selected 6437/9967 = 64.6% of the times that they were available after

�ltering. Thus TPOT-RL learns that it is, in general, better to advance the ball

towards the opponent's goal.

To test that the �lter was eliminating action choices based on likelihood of

failure we found that 39.6% of action options were �ltered out when e = DT

and jW j = 1. Out of 10,400 actions, it was never the case that all 8 actions were

�ltered out.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

Typical RL paradigms update the value of a state-action pair based upon the

value of the subsequent state (or state distribution). As presented in [3], the

typical update function in Q-learning isQ(s; a) = Q(s; a)+�(r+maxaQ(s
0; a)�

Q(s; a)) where s0 is the state next reached after executing action a in state s and

 is the discount factor. While characterized as \model-free" in the sense that

the agent need not know the transition function T : (S;A) 7! S, these paradigms

assume that the agent can observe the subsequent state that it enters.

However, the vast amount of hidden state coupled with the multi-agent na-

ture of this domain make such a paradigm impossible for the following reasons.

Having only local world-views, agents cannot reliably discern when a teammate

is able to take an action. Furthermore, even when able to notice that a teammate

is within kicking distance of the ball, the agent certainly cannot tell the feature

values for the teammate's possible actions. Worse than being model-free, multi-

agent RL must deal with the inability to even track the team's state trajectory.

Thus we use Equation 1, which doesn't rely on knowing s0.

Previous multi-agent reinforcement learning systems have typically dealt

with much simpler tasks than the one presented here. Littman uses Markov

games to learn stochastic policies in a very abstract version of 1-on-1 robotic soc-

cer [5]. There have also been a number of studies of multi-agent reinforcement

learning in the pursuit domain, including [12]. In this domain, four predators

chase a single prey in a small grid-like world.

Another team-partitioned, opaque transition domain is network routing as

considered in [2]. Each network node is considered as a separate agent which

cannot see a packet's route beyond its own action. A major di�erence between

that work and our own is that neighboring nodes send back their own value esti-

mates whereas we assume that agents do not even know their neighboring states.

Thus unlike TPOT-RL agents, the nodes are able to use dynamic programming.

In other soccer systems, there have been a number of learning techniques that

have been explored. However, most have learned low-level, individual skills as

opposed to team-based policies [1, 10]. Interestingly, [6] uses genetic program-

ming to evolve team behaviors from scratch as opposed to our layered learning

approach.

TPOT-RL is an adaptation of RL to non-Markovian multi-agent domains

with opaque transitions, large state spaces, hidden state and limited training

opportunities. The fully implemented algorithm has been successfully tested in

simulated robotic soccer, such a complex multi-agent domain with opaque tran-

sitions. TPOT-RL facilitates learning by partitioning the learning task among

teammates, using coarse, action-dependent features, and gathering rewards di-

rectly from environmental observations. Our work uses a learned feature within

TPOT-RL.

TPOT-RL represents the third and currently highest layer within our ongoing

research e�ort to construct a complete learning team using the layered learning

paradigm [9]. As advocated by layered learning, it uses the previous learned

layer|an action-dependent feature|to improve learning. TPOT-RL can learn
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against any opponent since the learned values capture opponent characteris-

tics. The next learned layer could learn to choose among learned team policies

based on characteristics of the current opponent. TPOT-RL represents a crucial

step towards completely learned collaborative and adversarial strategic reasoning

within a team of agents.
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